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Details of Visit:

Author: RobinHood
Location 2: Leicestershire
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 26/02/06 18:00
Duration of Visit: 35mins
Amount Paid: 72
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Victoria House
Website: http://www.victoriahouse-massage.co.uk/
Phone: 01455559530

The Premises:

V.H. As good as ever, except the Jacuzzi seems to have developed a problem & is out of use.
Massive improvements in the web site with many more photos, of the Ladies & facilities.
Staff ? still the best, good as you will get ? spent 10 mins with the receptionist, who once I informed
what I would like this day, pointed me in the direction of Alex.

The Lady:

What a package - not very tall - slim sexy blonde, silky hair, soft skin, perfect figure, with shapely
firm proportionate boobs; which are all her own.
Nowhere near mature, but not a teenager ? very good looking lady, with a sensual smile & sexy
blue eyes ? this lady is a treat to look at, never mind anything else she does. Slimmer than her
photos, perfect body.
Just a ?dead sexy? woman!

The Story:

"So where have they been keeping you" I thought out aloud, as Alex entered the room - eye
contact, smile = instant "professional bonding", not to mention instant rush of blood to lower parts.
Did I want a massage? No
Alex wrapped herself around me; we, or at least I, then enjoyed a full half hour of a true GFE.
Alex was a delight; she is so sexy, so skilful, so eager to please in a very natural way, went through
the menu (as allowed at V.H.) ? not going to give a blow by blow :-) account, suffice to say ?
everything was sweet, horny & seemed to be enjoyed by us both (sign of a good WG).
Be respectful, be polite & gentle (until encouraged otherwise), & you will have the time of your life
with Alex.

I just cannot understand why Alex has no reports on here?

Tells me she does a two-girl service ? but I got the impression, not the full scene, may be wrong on
that.
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Alex truly is a very sexy lady & I will be back for more, soon!
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